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PRONUNCIATION EXTRA
ELEMENTARY UNIT 4

4.2

3A

4.1

1A

B

4.1 SOUNDS: /ð/ /θ/ Listen to the
sounds and words. Which sound is voiced
and which sound is unvoiced? Listen again
and repeat the sounds and words.
/ð/ mother, this, that, there’s, with
/θ/ three, bath, thank you, toothbrush,
thirteen

/ð/

Read the Pronunciation Tip. Then listen again and repeat
the questions in Exercise 3A. Copy the intonation.
PRONUNCIATION TIP
Yes/No questions oen go up at the end.
Can you buy stamps there?

4.2 Listen and write the words in the
box in the correct group.
bathroom these brother month thirty
those grandfather they Thursday
birthday think together their nothing

Is there a pharmacy near here?

4.3

4 A WORD STRESS: compound nouns Match words from Box A

/θ/

with words from Box B to make compound nouns. Is each
compound noun one word or two?

C

4.3 Listen and check. Then listen and
repeat.

2A

4.4 STRESS and WEAK FORMS:
prepositions Listen to the conversations.
Underline one main stress in each line and
circle all the /ə/ sounds.
Conversation 1
A: Where are my keys?
B: They’re next to the book
On the sofa.
Go and look.
Conversation 2
A: Where’s my phone?
B: It’s near your hat.
Under the table
In front of the cat.
Conversation 3
A: Where are my glasses?
B: On one of the chairs.
Near the door.
On the le of the stairs.

B

B

4.5 INTONATION: yes/no questions Listen and write
six questions.

Listen again and say the conversations with
the speakers.

B

A

T- swimming memory
hair electronics news

B

shop card agent’s
costume dresser’s

SIM

phone

mobile

shirt

stick

4.6 Read the Pronunciation tip. Then listen and
underline the stressed syllables in the compound nouns.
Which one does NOT have the stress on the first word?
PRONUNCIATION TIP
Sometimes compound nouns are two separate words:
sports shop and sometimes one word: bookshop. We stress
two syllables, but the first word oen has the main stress:
SPORTS shop, BOOK shop

C

Listen again and repeat.

5 A LINKING Look at the sentences. Write SA (shop assistant)
or C (customer) next to each one.
1 How much is it?
2 Can I help you?
3 Just a moment.
4 Have you got it in orange?
5 I’ll take it.
6 Just a minute. Let me look.

B

In the sentences in Exercise 5A mark the links between
words ending with a consonant sound and words starting
with a vowel sound.

C

4.7 Listen and check. Then listen again and say the
sentences with the speakers.
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